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Abstract. This paper deals with image and video segmentation using active contours. We propose a general form
for the energy functional related to region-based active contours. We compute the associated evolution equation using
shape derivation tools and accounting for the evolving region-based terms. Then we apply this general framework
to compute the evolution equation from functionals that include various statistical measures of homogeneity for the
region to be segmented. Experimental results show that the determinant of the covariance matrix appears to be a
very relevant tool for segmentation of homogeneous color regions. As an example, it has been successfully applied
to face segmentation in real video sequences.
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1. Introduction

Active contours are powerful tools for image and video
segmentation. Since the original work on snakes (Kass
et al., 1988), an extensive research has been performed
that leads today to the use of “region-based active con-
tours.”

Originally, active contours were boundary-based
methods (Aubert and Kornprobst, 2001). Snakes (Kass
et al., 1988), balloons (Cohen, 1991) or geodesic active
contours (Caselles et al., 1997) are driven towards the
edges of an image. The evolution equation is computed
from a criterion that only includes a local information
on the boundary of the object to segment.

The key idea of region-based active contours, firstly
proposed by Cohen et al. (1993) and Ronfard (1994),

is to introduce a global information on the different
regions to segment in addition to the boundary-based
information, to make the active contour evolve. How-
ever, it is not trivial to compute the evolution equation
of the active contour that will make it evolve towards
a minimum of a criterion including both region-based
and boundary-based terms.

Recently, many papers have addressed this problem.
A review of these methods is proposed in Section 2.
Some of these works do not compute the theoretical
expression of the velocity vector of the active contour
but they choose the displacement that will make the
criterion decrease (Chakraborty et al., 1996; Chesnaud
et al., 1999). Other works propose the computation of
the velocity vector by reducing the whole problem to
boundary integrals (Zhu and Yuille, 1996a; Paragios
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and Deriche, 1999a) or by using the level set method
(Samson et al., 2000; Chan and Vese, 2001). They then
use the Euler-Lagrange equations to compute the evo-
lution equation.

The information on the different regions, that we call
here “descriptor” of the corresponding region, may be
globally attached to the region. Indeed it occurs for
statistical descriptors such as the mean, the variance or
the histogram of the region. In case of unsupervised
segmentation, these descriptors are re-evaluated each
time the active contour evolves and so they vary during
the propagation of the active contour. Previous works
on region-based active contours do not focus on this
possible variation of the descriptors.

We propose here a general Eulerian framework
for region-based active contours named DREAM2S
(Deformable Regions driven by an Eulerian Accu-
rate Minimization Method for Segmentation). The
main contribution of our work is to build a theo-
retical framework based on shape optimization prin-
ciples. Indeed, shape optimization tools are well
adapted for the derivation of region functionals.
Besides, with such an approach, we can readily
take into account the variation of the descriptors
that are globally attached to the evolving regions
(called region-dependent descriptors). We show that
the variation of region-dependent descriptors during
the evolution of the active contour induces addi-
tional terms in the evolution equation of the active
contour.

Some examples of unsupervised spatial segmenta-
tion, using the variance of the regions, prove the im-
portance of the additional terms for the accuracy of
segmentation results. Finally, the determinant of the
covariance matrix appears to be a very relevant tool for
homogeneous color regions segmentation. This tool is
successfully applied to face segmentation on real video
sequences.

The detailed overview on region-based approaches
is proposed in Section 2, while our Eulerian framework
DREAM2S is described in Section 3. This framework
is then applied to unsupervised segmentation of homo-
geneous regions using the variance in Section 5 and the
determinant of the covariance matrix in Section 6.

2. Problem Statement and State of the Art
on Region-Based Active Contours

Recently, many authors have introduced region-based
terms in the evolution equation driving active con-

tours for segmentation issues. The problem state-
ment is first presented and then the state-of-the-art is
detailed.

2.1. Problem Statement

Here, we describe the equations addressing the issue
of the segmentation of an image I in two regions.
Let us define �in the region containing the objects to
segment and �out the background region. Their com-
mon boundary is denoted by �. Let us consider an
active contour �(s, τ ) = (x(s, τ ), y(s, τ )), where s
may be the arc length of the contour and τ is an evo-
lution parameter. The active contour approach makes
�(s, τ ) evolve through the following partial differential
equation (PDE) (Caselles et al., 1997; Malladi et al.,
1995):

∂�(s, τ )

∂τ
= FN = v with �(τ = 0) = �0

where �0 is an initial curve defined by the user and
N the inward normal vector of �(s, τ ). The velocity
F is derived from a minimizing criterion and is cho-
sen so that the solution �(., τ ) converges to the object
boundary, �(.), as τ → ∞.

In classical boundary-based methods (Caselles et al.,
1997), the velocity function F is derived from an energy
J depending on the boundary �:

Jboundary(�) =
∫

�

k(b) ds

where k(b) is a function describing the boundary of
the object. Caselles et al. (1997) choose the function
k(b) = g(|∇ I |) where g : [0, +∞[→ R

+ is a strictly
decreasing function so that g(r ) → 0 as r → ∞. The
computation of the velocity F from the criterion is now
well known (Caselles et al., 1997) and leads to the
following evolution equation:

∂�

∂τ
= [

k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N
]

N

where κ is the curvature of �(τ ).
However, both regions �in and �out may have differ-

ent properties of texture, homogeneity or motion that
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cannot be included in the function k(b). So the main pur-
pose of region-based approaches is to introduce such a
global information in the velocity function F in addi-
tion to the local information provided by boundary-
based terms. The main question, in order to justify
the introduction of these region terms, is to derive
the velocity function from an energy. To set a general
framework and to compare the different approaches
proposed in the literature, we now introduce a general
criterion from which the velocity magnitude may be
derived:

J (�in, �out, �) =
∫ ∫

�out

k(out)(x, y, �out) dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�in

k(in)(x, y, �in) dx dy

+
∫

�

k(b)(x, y) ds (1)

where k(out) is named the “descriptor” of the back-
ground region, k(in) the “descriptor” of the object region
and k(b) the “descriptor” of the contour. The region de-
scriptors may be globally attached to their respective
regions, �in or �out, and so depend on them (if so, they
are called “region-dependent descriptors”). It happens
when statistical features of a region like, for exam-
ple, the mean or the variance, are selected as region
descriptors.

The purpose of all region-based active contours
methods is then to make the active contour evolve to-
wards a partition of the image, (�out, �in, �), that min-
imizes the criterion (1).

2.2. Overview of Existing Region-Based Methods
Using Active Contours

While analysing region-based active contours ap-
proaches, we may consider two main important
points:

– How is derived the evolution equation from the
criterion?

– What are the different descriptors used?

Pioneer works have been proposed by Cohen et al.
(1993) and Ronfard (1994). In an early work, Cohen
et al. (1993) present a surface reconstruction method
using region-based active contours. They compute the

velocity vector of an active contour from the minimiza-
tion of a criterion including region-based terms. In a
pioneer work (Ronfard, 1994) assesses that the veloc-
ity function should be proportional to the difference
of statistical features: F = k(in) − k(out), where k(in)

is a statistical model of the object region and k(out) a
statistical model of the background region.

Some approaches propose to compute the evo-
lution equation of the active contour using the
Green-Riemann theorem and Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions. Zhu et al. (1995) and Zhu and Yuille (1996b)
present a statistical framework for image segmentation
using an algorithm called “region competition”. They
derive the active contour evolution equation by mini-
mizing a generalized Bayes/MDL criterion inspired by
the Mumford and Shah energy (1989). They propose
the following descriptors for the segmentation of still
images:




k(out) = − log P(I (x, y)/αout)

k(in) = − log P(I (x, y)/αin)

k(b) = µ

where P( ) is a probability density function, αi are the
parameters of the distribution for the region i and µ is a
positive constant (or linear model). For illustrations, the
authors consider Gaussian distributions characterized
by two parameters, the mean and the variance. Once the
αi fixed, the evolution equation of an active contour is
computed and directly derived from the criterion. The
classical derivative of the boundary-based term leads
to the Euclidean geometric heat flow. The derivative of
region-based terms is then performed using the Green-
Riemann theorem and the Euler-Lagrange equations.
Indeed, the computation of the evolution equation is
performed in three main steps:

1. Transformation of domain integrals into boundary
integrals using the Green-Riemann theorem.

2. Computation of the Euler-Lagrange equations
3. Introduction of a dynamical scheme in the Euler-

Lagrange equations in order to compute the velocity
vector of the active contour.

The velocity function F is then computed and it leads
to the following evolution equation:

∂�

∂τ
= (k(in) − k(out) − µκ)N (2)
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where κ is the curvature of �(τ ). In order to implement
this PDE, a Lagrangian formulation is used.

Recently, Paragios and Deriche (1999b, 2000,
2002a, 2002b), have proposed an extension of the work
of Zhu and Yuille by improving the descriptor of the
contour in order to incorporate the image gradient as
in geodesic active contours. The evolution equation is
implemented using the level set method introduced
by Osher and Sethian (1988), Malladi et al. (1995)
and Sethian (1996). A very interesting part of this
work concerns the introduction of some descriptors
k(in) and k(out) for applications like texture segmenta-
tion (Paragios and Deriche, 2002b) and moving objects
detection (Paragios and Deriche, 1999b; Paragios and
Deriche, 2002a).

Some other approaches (Chakraborty et al., 1996;
Chesnaud et al., 1999) propose to choose at each step
the displacement of the active contour that makes the
criterion decrease. Chakraborty et al. (1996) introduce
a region-based approach for the segmentation of med-
ical images. As input of their algorithm, they consider
both the actual image I and the region-classified image
Ir . The classified image Ir is computed by maximizing
the posterior distribution of the region labels given the
intensity image. Their region term enforces the bound-
ary to enclose a single region in Ir . The descriptors
are the following with the difference that they want to
maximize the criterion J :




k(out) = K1 Ir (x, y)

k(in) = 0

k(b) = K2 Ig(x, y)

(3)

where K1 and K2 are two positive constants and Ig is
the gradient image. A prior shape term is also added
to the criterion, which can be interesting for medi-
cal imaging where the nature of the shape does not
change a lot from individual to individual. Then, as
in Zhu and Yuille (1996a), the whole problem is re-
duced to computing boundary integrals thanks to the
Green-Riemann theorem, rather than both boundary
and domain integrals. The implementation of the ac-
tive contour in Chakraborty et al. (1996) is done by
using a Fourier parameterization. The expression of
the velocity vector of the active contour is not com-
puted, but the criterion is introduced and numerically
evaluated in order to maximize it. We can note that
the authors have proposed a very interesting exten-
sion of this work using the game theory (Chakraborty
and Duncan, 1999). Region and boundary criterions

are separated, but each criterion contains an interac-
tion with the other. As the game progresses, both mod-
ules improve their positions through mutual informa-
tion sharing.

Another similar approach has been introduced by
Chesnaud et al. (1999). Their descriptors are re-
evaluated each time a point of the active contour evolves
since their descriptors are statistical features of the
image globally attached to the evolving regions. They
choose the random displacement of a considered point
of the active contour so that the criterion decreases.
After each displacement of a point of the active con-
tour, the descriptors are re-computed.

A later approach has been introduced by Samson
et al. (2000) for classification and by Chan and Vese
(2001) for segmentation of still images. They pro-
pose to embed the criterion directly in the level set
formulation. Chan and Vese propose the following
descriptors:




k(out) = λ1|I − c1|2 + ν

k(in) = λ2|I − c2|2
k(b) = µ

with c1 the average of I in �in, c2 the average of I
in �out. These two values are re-estimated during the
propagation of the curve as the regions evolve. The pa-
rameters λ1, λ2, ν and µ are some positive constants.
Here the level set method is directly used by represent-
ing the curve �(τ ) as the zero level set of a Lipschitz
continuous function U (x, y, τ ). The level set function
U is introduced in the criterion via the Heaviside func-
tion H (U ). The criterion is then minimized with re-
spect to U using a regularized version of the mini-
mization problem. The evolution equation is directly
expressed with the level set function and not with the
curve �.

Some other works, have been proposed by Debreuve
et al. (2001) for medical imaging and by Amadieu et al.
(1999) for building detection.

Finally, region-based active contours are also power-
ful tools for classification (Yezzi et al., 1999) or motion
detection (Mansouri and Konrad, 1999).

The major contribution of our work is to propose
a general framework for region-based active contours.
The velocity vector of the active contour is computed
by introducing a dynamical scheme directly in the cri-
terion to minimize as in Debreuve et al. (2001) and
Amadieu et al. (1999). However, we propose here a new
formulation of the derivation using shape optimization
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tools. To our knowledge, shape optimization tools have
been used only for the computation of the optical
flow (Schnörr, 1992). Besides, we focus on the case
of region-dependent descriptors that vary during the
propagation of the active contour. For such region-
dependent descriptors, we show that additional terms
appear in the evolution equation of the curve that have
not been previously computed.

3. Setting a General Framework
for Region-Based Active Contours

Our main goal lies in the elaboration of a general frame-
work for the segmentation of an image in two different
regions using region-based active contours.

We propose to minimize the general criterion (1)
where each region is described using a function called
“descriptor of the region”. As previously detailed, a de-
scriptor is a function that measures the homogeneity of
a region. Most of relevant statistical descriptors depend
themselves on the region. Some examples are given in
Section 3.5. For example, the region descriptor k(in) can
be chosen as the variance σ 2

in of the region �in, which
gives:

k(in)(x, y, �in) = σ 2
in =

∫ ∫
�in

(I − µin)2 dx dy∫ ∫
�in

dx dy

where µin is the mean of the region �in. Such a descrip-
tor is named a “region-dependent descriptor” since it
depends on the region �in.

Once the criterion is introduced, we propose to com-
pute the evolution equation of the contour that will
make it evolve towards a minimum of the criterion
using a new Eulerian method. It fundamentally dif-
fers from other approaches since we keep the for-
mulation of regions instead of reducing the whole
problem to boundary integrals. Indeed, we first intro-
duce a dynamical scheme in the criterion and then
we compute the Eulerian derivative of the evolv-
ing criterion by using shape optimization computa-
tion.

The computation of the evolution equation of the
active contour is performed in three main steps:

1. Introduction of a dynamical scheme: We search for
the partition of the image (�in, �out, �) which min-
imizes the criterion J (�in, �out, �) described in

(1). While assuming that an optimal partition exists,
the issue is to compute this solution. However, it is
difficult to compute the derivative of the criterion
according to the domains. To circumvent this prob-
lem, we apply a transformation Tτ to the initial do-
main, such that it becomes continuously dependent
on an evolution parameter τ . The criterion becomes
dependent on τ : J (τ ) = J (�in(τ ), �out(τ ), �(τ )).
In this dynamical scheme, we can readily take
into account a possible variation of the de-
scriptors with the evolving regions Tτ (�i (0)) =
�i (τ ).

2. Derivation of the criterion using shape optimiza-
tion theorems: Thanks to the chain rule and by using
shape optimization results, we compute the deriva-
tive of J (τ ) with respect to τ , which is new in the
area of active contours. The variation of the descrip-
tors with the evolving regions �i (τ ) (and so with τ )
is taken into account.

3. Computation of the evolution equation from the
derivative: From the derivative, we deduce the ve-
locity vector of the active contour that will make it
evolve as fast as possible towards a minimum of the
criterion.

This general framework can be applied to many dif-
ferent applications by only changing the descriptors. It
has been first applied to moving objects detection in
video sequences acquired either with a static (Jehan-
Besson et al., 2001b; Jehan-Besson et al., 2000) or a
mobile camera (Jehan-Besson et al., 2001a). Descrip-
tors may also be sequentially used to improve the fi-
nal result as it has been proposed in Jehan-Besson
et al. (2002). The method was recently applied to
image segmentation using histograms (Aubert et al.,
to appear).

3.1. Introduction of a Dynamical Scheme

An image I (x, y) is a function defined for (x, y) ∈
� ⊂ R

2, where � is the image domain. The im-
age domain is considered to be made up of two parts
(Fig. 1): the foreground part containing the objects
to segment, denoted by �in, and the background part
denoted by �out. The discontinuity set is a curve
noted � that defines the boundary between the two
domains.

We then search for the two domains �out and
�in which minimize the criterion J reminded
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Figure 1. The two regions of an image.

here:

J (�out, �in, �) =
∫ ∫

�out

k(out)(x, y, �out) dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�in

k(in)(x, y, �in) dx dy

+
∫

�(τ )
k(b)(x, y) ds

In criterion (1), the first two terms are region-based
while the third term is boundary-based. The functions
k(out), k(in) and k(b) are respectively the descriptors of
the background part, of the objects to segment and
of the contour. The descriptors may be globally att-
ached to the evolving regions and so depend on �in

or �out.
We cannot compute the derivative of the previous

criterion according to domains. Therefore, to com-
pute an optimal solution, a dynamical scheme is in-
troduced where each domain becomes continuously
dependent on an evolution parameter τ . To formal-
ize this idea, we may suppose that the evolution pro-
cess is totally determined by the existence of a fam-
ily of mappings Tτ that transforms the initial domains
�in(0) and �out(0) into the current domains �in(τ )
and �out(τ ):

�i (0)
Tτ→ �i (τ )

�(0)
Tτ→ �(τ )

where i = in or out.

The role of the triplet {�out(τ ), �in(τ ), �(τ )} is to for-
mally act as a minimizing sequence for J (�out, �in,
�) when τ evolves. In fact we want that the functional
J (�out(τ ), �in(τ ), �(τ )) decreases as τ increases. The

criterion then becomes:

J (�out(τ ), �in(τ ), �(τ ))

=
∫ ∫

�out(τ )
k(out)(x, y, �out(τ )) dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
k(in)(x, y, �in(τ )) dx dy

+
∫

�(τ )
k(b)(x, y) ds

The functional J (�out(τ ), �in(τ ), �(τ )) is thereafter
denoted by J (τ ), and the descriptors k(in)(x, y, �in(τ ))
and k(out)(x, y, �out(τ )) are respectively denoted by
k(in)(x, y, τ ) and k(out)(x, y, τ ), which leads to the
following expression:

J (τ ) =
∫ ∫

�out(τ )
k(out)(x, y, τ ) dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
k(in)(x, y, τ ) dx dy

+
∫

�(τ )
k(b)(x, y) ds

Hence we consider that �(τ ) is modelled as an ac-
tive contour that converges towards the final expected
segmentation.

Let �(0) be the initial curve defined by the user.
We recall that we search for �(τ ) as a curve evolving
according to the following PDE:

∂�(s, τ )

∂τ
= v with �(0) = �0

where v is the velocity vector of the active contour.
The main problem lies in finding the velocity v from
the criterion in order to get the fastest curve evolution
towards the final segmentation.

3.2. Computation of the Derivative of the Criterion

In order to obtain the evolution equation, the criterion
J (τ ) must be differentiated with respect to τ . The in-
tegral bounds depend on τ and the descriptors k(out)( )
and k(in)( ) may also depend on τ .

Let us define the functional k(x, y, τ ) such that:

k(x, y, τ ) =
{k(out)(x, y, τ ) if (x, y) ∈ �out(τ )

k(in)(x, y, τ ) if (x, y) ∈ �in(τ )
(4)
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The functional k(out)( ) and k(in)( ) are defined on the
whole image domain �. Then, the criterion J (τ ) writes
as:

J (τ ) =
∫

�

k(x, y, τ ) dx dy +
∫

�(τ )
k(b)(x, y) ds

= J1(τ ) + J2(τ ) (5)

where � is the image domain, and:

J1(τ ) =
∫

�

k(x, y, τ ) dx dy

J2(τ ) =
∫

�(τ )
k(b)(x, y) ds

In order to compute the derivative of the criterion J1(τ ),
the discontinuities must explicitly be taken into ac-
count. For such a purpose, we first recall a general
theorem concerning the derivative of a time-dependent
criterion.

Let us define �(τ ) as a region included into �.

Theorem 1. Let k be a smooth function on
�̄ × (0, T ), and let J (τ ) = ∫ ∫

�(τ )k(x, y, τ ) dx dy, then:

dJ

dτ
= J ′(τ ) =

∫ ∫
�(τ )

∂k

∂τ
dx dy −

∫
∂�(τ )

k(v · N∂Ω) ds

where v is the velocity of ∂�(τ ) and N∂Ω is the unit
inward normal to ∂�(τ ).

The derivative of J with respect to τ is the Eu-
lerian derivative of J (�) in the direction of V,
whose proof can be found in Sokolowski and Zolésio
(1992) and Delfour and Zolésio (2001). We provide
in Appendix A, an elementary proof for completeness.
The variation of J is due to the variation of the func-
tional k(x, y, τ ) and to the motion of the integral do-
main �(τ ).

As a corollary of Theorem 1, we get:

Corollary 1. Let us suppose that the domain �(τ ) is
made up of two parts, �in(τ ) and �out(τ ) separated
by a moving interface �(τ ) whose velocity is v. The
function k(x, y, τ ) is supposed to be separately contin-
uous in �in(τ ) and �out(τ ) but may be discontinuous
across �(τ ). We note k(in) and k(out), the value of k in

Figure 2. The domains and the vectors involved in the derivation.

respectively �in(τ ) and �out(τ ). Thus the derivative of
J (τ ) writes as:

J ′(τ ) =
∫ ∫

�(τ )

∂k

∂τ
dx dy −

∫
∂�(τ )

k(w · N∂Ω) ds

+
∫

�(τ )
[[k]](v · N) ds

where [[k]] represents the jump of k across �(τ ):
[[k]] = k(out) −k(in), N the unit normal of �(τ ) directed
from �out(τ ) to �in(τ ), N∂Ω the unit inward normal to
∂�(τ ) and w the velocity vector of ∂�(τ ).

Proof: We can apply Theorem 1 to the domain �in(τ )
and to the domain �out(τ ). Adding the two equations,
we obtain the corollary.

It is now straightforward to get the derivative of the
criterion J1(τ ): we take �(τ ) = � the image domain
(Fig. 2). Then, by explicitly taking the discontinuities
into account thanks to the Corollary, the derivative of
J1(τ ) is given by:

J ′
1(τ ) =

∫
�(τ )

[[k]](v · N) ds −
∫

∂�

k(w · N∂Ω) ds

+
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

∂k(in)

∂τ
dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�out(τ )

∂k(out)

∂τ
dx dy (6)

Obviously, the second term of the derivative (6) is zero
since the external boundary ∂� of the image is fixed.
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Replacing [[k]] with its expression, we find:

J ′
1(τ ) =

∫
�(τ )

(
k(out) − k(in)

)
(v · N) ds

+
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

∂k(in)

∂τ
dx dy

+
∫ ∫

�out(τ )

∂k(out)

∂τ
dx dy (7)

The derivative of J2(τ ) is classical:

J ′
2(τ ) =

∫
�(τ )

(−k(b) · κ + ∇k(b) · N
)
(v · N) ds

where κ(x, y, τ ) is the curvature of �(x, y, τ ). There-
fore, the derivative of the whole criterion is the
following:

J ′(τ ) =
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

∂k(in)

∂τ
dx dy +

∫ ∫
�out(τ )

∂k(out)

∂τ
dx dy

+
∫

�(τ )

(
k(out) − k(in) − k(b) · κ

+ ∇k(b) · N
)
(v · N) ds (8)

3.3. Expression of the Derivative According
to the Unknown Velocity Vector v

3.3.1. Expression of the Descriptors. Here we take
the general case where the descriptors depend on fea-
tures globally attached to the region and so may depend
on τ . We model each descriptor as a combination of fea-
tures globally attached to the evolving regions �in(τ )
or �out(τ ):

k(in)(x, y, τ )

= g(in)
(
x, y, G(in)

1 (τ ), G(in)
2 (τ ), . . . , G(in)

p (τ )
)

(9)
k(out)(x, y, τ )

= g(out)
(
x, y, G(out)

1 (τ ), G(out)
2 (τ ), . . . , G(out)

m (τ )
)

where:

G(·)
j =

∫ ∫
�·(τ )

H (·)
j (x, y, τ ) dx dy with

(·) = (in) or (out).

The functional H (·)
j may also be region-dependent,

more precisely we define:

H (in)
j (x, y, τ )

= H (in)
j

(
x, y, K (in)

j1 (τ ), K (in)
j2 (τ ), . . . , K (in)

jl j
(τ )

)
H (out)

j (x, y, τ )

= H (out)
j

(
x, y, K (out)

j1 (τ ), K (out)
j2 (τ ), . . . , K (out)

jk j
(τ )

)
(10)

where:

K (·)
j i (τ ) =

∫ ∫
�.(τ )

L (·)
j i (x, y) dx dy

We stopped the process at the second level by choos-
ing L (·)

j i region-independent, but it could conceivably
continue. The descriptors proposed in this paper fit
to this framework. More complicated descriptors may
also be studied easily with the method of derivation pro-
posed. Let us first compute the derivative of k(in), we
find:

∂k(in)

∂τ
=

p∑
j=1

∂g(in)

∂G(in)
j

(
x, y, G(in)

1 (τ ), . . . , G(in)
p (τ )

)∂G(in)
j

∂τ
(τ )

We have now to compute the derivative of G(in)
j accord-

ing to τ . We apply Theorem 1 and we get:

∂G(in)
j

∂τ
=

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂ H (in)
j

∂τ
dx dy −

∫
�(τ )

H (in)
j (v · N) ds

We may now compute the derivative of H (in)
j according

to τ . Applying the chain rule, we get:

∂ H (in)
j

∂τ
=

l j∑
i=1

∂ H (in)
j

∂K (in)
j i

(
x, y, K (in)

j1 (τ ), . . . , K (in)
jli

(τ )
)∂K (in)

j i

∂τ
(τ )

We compute the derivative of K (in)
j i according to τ . We

apply Theorem 1 and we get:

∂K (in)
ji

∂τ
=

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂L (in)
ji

∂τ
dx dy −

∫
�(τ )

L (in)
j i (v · N) ds

(11)
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Since we stopped the process at the second level, we
define L ji as region-independent and so ∂L (in)

j i /∂τ =
0 and the first term of Eq. (11) is nul. We can
then compute the whole expression of the derivative
of G(in)

j :

∂G(in)
j

∂τ
= −

lj∑
i=1

B(in)
j i

∫
�(τ )

L (in)
j i (v · N) ds

−
∫

�(τ )
H (in)

j (v · N) ds

where:

B(in)
j i =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂ H (in)
j

∂K (in)
j i

(
x, y, K (in)

j1 (τ ), . . . , K (in)
jli

(τ )
)

dx dy

Replacing the derivatives of G(in)
j by their expressions,

we obtain the following expression for the derivative
of the descriptor k(in):

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂k(in)

∂τ
dx dy

= −
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j

l j∑
i=1

B(in)
j i

∫
�(τ )

L (in)
j i (v · N) ds

−
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j

∫
�(τ )

H (in)
j (v · N) ds (12)

where:

A(in)
j =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g(in)

∂G(in)
j

(
x, y, G(in)

1 (τ ), . . . , G(in)
p (τ )

)
dx dy

The expression for (·) = (out) is computed in the
same manner while paying attention to the direction
of the normal vector, and we thus obtain the general
expression for the derivative of J (τ ):

J ′(τ ) =
∫

�(τ )

(
k(out) − k(in) − k(b) · κ

+ ∇k(b) · N
)
(v · N) ds

−
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j

∫
�(τ )

H (in)
j (v · N) ds

+
m∑

j=1

A(out)
j

∫
�(τ )

H (out)
j (v · N) ds

−
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j

l j∑
i=1

B(in)
j i

∫
�(τ )

L (in)
j i (v · N) ds

+
m∑

j=1

A(out)
j

k j∑
i=1

B(out)
j i

∫
�(τ )

L (out)
j i (v · N) ds

(13)

3.4. From the Derivative Towards the Evolution
Equation of the Active Contour

The goal of this part is to compute the expression of
the velocity vector v which makes the curve evolve
as fast as possible towards a minimum of the criterion
J . According to the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the
fastest decrease of J (τ ) is obtained from (13) by choos-
ing v = FN which leads to the following evolution
equation:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
=

[
k(in) − k(out) + k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N

+
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j H (in)

j −
m∑

j=1

A(out)
j H (out)

j

+
p∑

j=1

A(in)
j

l j∑
i=1

B(in)
j i L (in)

j i

−
m∑

j=1

A(out)
j

k j∑
i=1

B(out)
j i L (out)

j i

]
N (14)

If the descriptors do not depend on τ (region-
independent descriptors), the PDE reduces to the fol-
lowing expression:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
= [

k(in) − k(out) + k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N
]

N

We can notice that the dependence of the descriptors
on τ , and so on the curve evolution, induces additional
terms in the evolution equation of the active contour.
We can also remark that the velocity of the contour
in (14) can be positive or negative. This an interesting
property of region-based active contours. On the con-
trary to boundary-based active contours, region-based
active contours allow some parts of the curve to shrink
while others expand. Thus the initialization is less con-
strained.
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3.5. Computation of the Evolution Equation
for Some Examples of Descriptors

The goal of this part is to compute the evolution equa-
tion of the active contour for some examples of region-
dependent descriptors. Let us take some descriptors
depending on the mean µin or on the variance σin of the
evolving region �in(τ ):




µin(τ ) = 1
|�in|

∫ ∫
�in(τ ) Idx dy with

|�in| = ∫ ∫
�in(τ ) dx dy

σ 2
in(τ ) = 1

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )(I − µin(τ ))2 dx dy

3.5.1. Descriptors depending on the variance. We
choose the following set of descriptors:

{
k(out) does not depend on τ

k(in) = ϕ
(
σ 2

in

)
where ϕ(r ) is a positive function of class C1 (R).

This velocity vector is computed by replacing the
terms of (13) with their expressions. We first express the
descriptor k(in) as a combination of domains integrals:

k(in)(x, y, τ ) = g(in)
(
x, y, G(in)

1 (τ ), G(in)
2 (τ )

)
= ϕ

(
G(in)

1 (τ )

G(in)
2 (τ )

)

where:

G(in)
1 (τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

H (in)
1 (x, y, τ ) dx dy

G(in)
2 (τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in (τ )

H (in)
2 (x, y, τ ) dx dy

with

H (in)
1 (x, y, τ ) = (I (x, y) − µin(τ ))2

H (in)
2 (x, y, τ ) = 1

or:

H (in)
1 (x, y, τ ) =

(
I (x, y) − K (in)

11

K (in)
12

)2

, l1 = 2,

H (in)
2 (x, y, τ ) = 1, l2 = 0,

with:

K (in)
11 (x, y, τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

I (x, y) dx dy,

L (in)
11 (x, y) = I (x, y),

K (in)
12 (x, y, τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

dx dy, L (in)
12 (x, y) = 1.

The terms A(in)
j have to be computed, and we get:

A(in)
1 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

1

G(in)
2

ϕ′
(

G(in)
1

G(in)
2

)
dx dy = ϕ′(σ 2

in

)

A(in)
2 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

−G(in)
1(

G(in)
2

)2 ϕ′
(

G(in)
1

G(in)
2

)
dx dy

= −σ 2
inϕ

′(σ 2
in

)
The terms B(in)

j i also have to be computed, and we get:

B(in)
11 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂ H (in)
1

∂K (in)
11

(
x, y, K (in)

11 , K (in)
12

)
dx dy

= −2
1

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
(I (x, y) − µin(τ )) dx dy = 0

B(in)
12 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂ H (in)
1

∂K (in)
12

(
x, y, K (in)

11 , K (in)
12

)
dx dy

= 2
µin(τ )

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
(I (x, y) − µin(τ )) dx dy = 0

We can then directly compute the velocity vector of the
active contour from (14) and we find:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
= [

k(in) − k(out) + k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N

+ ϕ′(σ 2
in

)(
(I − µin)2 − σ 2

in

)]
N (15)

In (15), we can remark the presence of the additional
term ϕ′(σ 2

in)((I − µin)2 − σ 2
in) N. In this term, the local

intensity I (x, y) appears whereas it does not appear in
the descriptor itself.

3.5.2. Descriptors Depending on the Mean. We
choose the following set of descriptors:

{
k(out) does not depend on τ

k(in) = ϕ(I − µin(τ ))

where ϕ(r ) is a positive function of class C1 (R).
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As previously, the velocity vector is computed by
replacing the terms of (13) with their expressions. The
descriptor k(in) is expressed by:

k(in)(x, y, τ ) = g(in)
(
x, y, G(in)

1 (τ ), G(in)
2 (τ )

)
= ϕ

(
I − G(in)

1 (τ )

G(in)
2 (τ )

)

where:

G(in)
1 (τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

H (in)
1 dx dy, H (in)

1 = I (x, y),

G(in)
2 (τ ) =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

H (in)
2 dx dy, H (in)

2 = 1,

In this case, the functions H (in)
j , j = 1, 2 do not depend

on τ and so l1 = l2 = 0 and K (in)
j i = 0 ∀ j ∀i . The

terms A(in)
j are then computed, and we obtain:

A(in)
1 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

−1

G(in)
2

ϕ′
(

I − G(in)
1

G(in)
2

)
dx dy

= −1

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
ϕ′(I − µin) dx dy

A(in)
2 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

G(in)
1(

G(in)
2

)2 ϕ′
(

I − G(in)
1

G(in)
2

)
dx dy

= µin

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
ϕ′(I − µin) dx dy

We can then compute directly the velocity vector of the
active contour from (14) and we find:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
=

[
k(in) − k(out) + k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N

− (I − µin)

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )
ϕ′(I − µin)

]
N

(16)

Remark 1. In the particular case of ϕ(r ) = r2, we
have ϕ′(r ) = 2r and therefore, the additional terms,
coming from the variation of the descriptors with τ ,
are equal to zero as previously published by Chan and
Vese (2001) and Debreuve et al. (2001).

Remark 2. However, in the general case, this addi-
tional term is not zero. For example, if ϕ(r ) = √

ε + r2,

with ε a positive constant, we have:

F =
[

k(in) − k(out) + k(b) · κ − ∇k(b) · N

− (I − µin)

|�in|
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

(I − µin)√
ε + (I − µin)2

]
(17)

Remark 3. The method has been recently success-
fully applied to image and segmentation using more
sophisticated histogram descriptor (Aubert et al.,
to appear).

3.6. Implementation Using the Level Set Method

For numerical implementation, we can model the active
contour with an explicit parameterization (Lagrangian
formulation) or an implicit one (Eulerian formulation).
See Sethian (1990), Osher and Sethian (1988), and
Caselles et al. (1993) for more details and Delingette
and Montagnat (2001) for an interesting comparison
between the two methods. Another interesting review
on the different methods of active contour is proposed
in Montagnat et al. (2001).

The main advantages of level set methods are the
accuracy and the automatic handling of topological
changes while the main drawback is computational
cost. However specific methods such as multireso-
lution, narrow band, fast marching (Sethian, 1996),
additive operator splitting (Weickert et al., 1998;
Goldenberg et al., 2001), have been proposed in order
to speed up the level set algorithm.

In this paper we report a level set method approach,
but a parametric implementation such as Precioso and
Barlaud (2001) is also possible according on applica-
tion requirements.

The key idea of the level set method is to intro-
duce an auxiliary function U (x, y, τ ) such that �(τ )
is the zero level set of U . The function U is often cho-
sen to be the signed distance function of �(τ ), and
then:

�(τ ) = {(x, y)/U (x, y, τ ) = 0}

This Eulerian formulation presents several advantages
(Sethian, 1996). Firstly, the curve U may break or
merge as the function U evolves, and topological
changes are thus easily handled. Secondly, the evolving
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function U (x, y, τ ) always remains a function allow-
ing efficient numerical schemes. Thirdly, the geometric
properties of the curve, like the curvature κ and the nor-
mal vector field N, can be estimated directly from the
level set function:

κ = div

( ∇U

|∇U |
)

and N = ∇U

|∇U |

The evolution equation then becomes:

∂U (τ )

∂τ
= F |∇U | (18)

The velocity function F is computed only on the
curve �(τ ) but we can extend its expression to the
whole image domain �. To implement the level set
method, solutions must be found to circumvent prob-
lems coming from the fact that the signed distance
function U is not a solution of the PDE (18), see
Gomes and Faugeras (2000) for details. In our work,
the function U is reinitialized so that it remains a
distance function, see Aubert and Kornprobst (2001)
and Debreuve (2000) for details on the reinitialization
equation.

In order to improve numerical efficiency, we com-
pute the equation on a narrowband enclosing the level
0 of the level set function. We also use multiresolution
techniques by making the active contour evolve first on
a low resolution image. The final contour obtained for
this reduced image is then used as an initial curve for
the real size image.

4. Relation Between the Entropy and the Matrix
Covariance Determinant

We can make the assumption that the entropy is an ho-
mogeneity descriptor since it describes the complexity
of a region. For Gaussian distributions, the entropy is
related to the determinant of the covariance matrix.
So if we assume that each region is modelled by a
Gaussian distribution, we may use the determinant of
the covariance matrix as an homogeneity descriptor. In
this section, we first recall the relation between entropy
and covariance matrix determinant.

The entropy of a random vector X = (X1, X2, X3,

. . . , Xn) of probability distribution fX is defined

as:

S(X) = −
∫

fx(x) ln fx(x) dx

In the case of a multidimensional Gaussian distribution,
of dimension n, of mean µ and covariance matrix �,
we have:

fx(x) = 1

(2π )n/2(det(�))1/2

× exp

[
−1

2
(x − µ)T �−1(x − µ)

]
,

and we can prove that the entropy S depends on the
determinant of the covariance matrix with the following
equation (the proof can be found in Gray and Davidson
(2000)):

S = 1

2
ln[(2πe)ndet(�)] (19)

The intensity for color images is represented by a func-
tion I : � ⊂ R

2 → R
3 where I = [I 1, I 2, I 3]T . As

far as the segmentation of homogeneous color regions
is concerned, we may assume that each color region
Rk is modelled by a Gaussian distribution of mean
µk = [µ1

k, µ
2
k, µ

3
k]T and covariance matrix �k . The

probability density function is given by the following
expression:

p(I(x) ∈ Rk/(µk, �k)) = 1

(2π )3/2(det(�k))1/2

× exp

[
−1

2
(I − µk)T �−1

k (I − µk)

]

We thus deduce for the entropy SRk of the region Rk :

SRk = 1

2
ln[(2πe)3det(�k)] (20)

So, minimizing the determinant of the covariance ma-
trix means that we want to decrease the complexity of a
region (Gray et al., 2001; Pateux, 2000). In the follow-
ing, we choose this quantity as a powerful descriptor
for the segmentation of homogeneous regions. Let us
first study the variance as a descriptor for the segmen-
tation of homogeneous regions in greyscale images, in
order to point out the importance of the additional terms
computed in Section 3.5.
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5. Segmentation of Homogeneous Regions Based
on a Competition Between the Variances
for Greyscale Images

In this section, we propose some region-dependent
descriptors to segment homogeneous regions on
greyscale images. These descriptors are based on the
minimization of the variances of the two considered
regions. In the second part, the importance of the addi-
tional terms, coming from the variation of the descrip-
tors with the evolving regions, is highlighted.

5.1. Descriptor Based on the Variance
for Greyscale Images

The intensity for greyscale images is represented by a
function I : � ⊂ R

2 → R. We propose to minimize the
variances of the two considered homogeneous regions
in order to segment them. The following descriptors
are suggested:




k(out) = ϕ
(
σ 2

out

)
k(in) = ϕ

(
σ 2

in

)
k(b) = λ

where ϕ(r ) is a positive function of class C1(R) and λ

a positive constant.
The computation of the velocity vector is deduced

from the computation of the derivative of the criterion J
developed in Section 3.5.1, which leads to the following
evolution equation:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
= [

ϕ
(
σ 2

in

) − ϕ
(
σ 2

out

) + λκ + ϕ′(σ 2
in

)(
(I − µin)2

− σ 2
in

) − ϕ′(σ 2
out

)(
(I − µout)

2 − σ 2
out

)]
N

(21)

The single parameter we need to adjust is the smoothing
parameter λ. In fact, the flow [λκ] has the properties of
smoothing because it moves the curve in the direction
of a minimal length (Siddiqi et al., 1996).

5.2. Experimental Results

We make the active contour evolve on a synthetic image
composed by an homogeneous square of intensity 100

on a background of intensity 160. A Gaussian noise of
variance 20 is added to this synthetic image. For the
experiments, we take ϕ(r ) = log(1 + r ) which gives
ϕ′(r ) = 1/(1 + r ) and we choose λ = 10.

5.2.1. Importance of the Additional Region Based
Terms. In order to evaluate the importance of the ad-
ditional terms for the segmentation, we make the active
contour evolve through the PDE (21), including the ad-
ditional terms and we also make it evolve with the fol-
lowing approximate evolution equation that does not
include the additional terms:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
= [

ϕ
(
σ 2

in

) − ϕ
(
σ 2

out

) + λκ
]

N (22)

The evolution of the active contour driven by (21)
is given in Fig. 3 while the one obtained using (22)
is given in Fig. 4. We can remark that when the
PDE includes the additional terms, the square is well
segmented (Fig. 3(c)), whereas when the PDE does
not include these additional terms we obtain a circle
instead of the expected square (Fig. 4(c)). These results
can be better understood while analyzing the velocity
vectors of each evolution equation. We compare the
two evolutions of the velocity vectors using PDE (21)
during the propagation of the curve. The evolution of
the amplitude is given in Fig. 3(d–f), while the ampli-
tude using PDE (22) is given in Fig. 4(d–f). We can
observe that the velocity using PDE (22) is a constant
where obviously the image features do not appear.
On the contrary the image features well appear in the
velocity using PDE (21) and so the square can be well
segmented.

5.2.2. Estimation of the Variances and the Means.
The variances and the means of each region evolve
during the segmentation process. At convergence, these
parameters are estimated for each region. Indeed, we
jointly perform segmentation and estimation. The evo-
lution of the means of each region in the course of
the iterations is given Fig. 5. At the end of the pro-
cess, we obtain µin = 160 and µout = 100 and so these
parameters are correctly estimated. The evolution of
the variances during the process are given Fig. 6. Both
variances evolve towards the value 20, which is correct
since a Gaussian noise of variance 20 has been added
to the synthetic image.
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Figure 3. Figures (a)–(c): Evolution of the active contour managed by the PDE including the additional terms. Figures (d)–(f): Visualization
of the corresponding velocity function including the additional terms normalized between 0 and 255, such that the negative values are lower
than 128 and the positive ones are higher than 128.

Figure 4. Figures (a)–(c): Evolution of the active contour managed by the PDE without the additional terms (Figs. (a)–(c)). Figures (d)–(f):
Visualization of the corresponding velocity function, without the additional terms (normalized such that max = 255).
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Figure 5. Evolution of the means of �in and �out during the segmentation process of the “square”.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the variances of �in and �out during the segmentation process of the “square”.
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6. Segmentation of Color Homogeneous Regions
Based on the Covariance Matrix: Application
to Face Detection in Video Sequences

This part deals with the segmentation of homogeneous
regions in multispectral images. We choose the deter-
minant of the covariance matrix as a descriptor to seg-
ment homogeneous color regions in reason of its link
with entropy given Section 4. This tool may practically
be used for face segmentation in image sequences.

6.1. Descriptors Based on the Covariance Matrix
for Color Images

Let us denote by �in and �out the covariance matrix of
respectively �in(τ ) and �out(τ ):

�. =




σ 11
· σ 12

· σ 13
·

σ 21
· σ 22

· σ 23
·

σ 31
· σ 32

· σ 33
·




where:




σ i j
· = 1

|�.|
∫ ∫

�.(τ )
(I i − µi

·)

× (I j − µ
j
· ) dx dy

µi
· = 1

|�.|
∫ ∫

�.(τ )
I i (x, y) dx dy

with · = in or out

We obviously have σ
i j
· = σ

j i
· . Let us denote by det(�.)

the determinant of the covariance matrix which expres-
sion is the following:

det(�.) = σ 11
· σ 22

· σ 33
· + 2σ 12

· σ 13
· σ 23

· − σ 11
· σ 23

· σ 23
·

− σ 22
· σ 13

· σ 13
· − σ 33

· σ 12
· σ 12

· (23)

Functions of the covariance matrix determinants are
used as region descriptors. We choose the following
set of descriptors:




k(out) = �(det(�out))

k(in) = �(det(�in))

k(b) = λ

where �(r ) is a positive function of class C1(R) and
λ a positive constant. Let us now write the evolution
equation of the active contour by computing the dif-
ferent terms of (13). Details of the computation can be

found in Appendix B. The evolution equation of the
active contour is the following:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
=

[
�(det(�in)) − �(det(�out)) + λκ

+ �′(det(�in))

[
3∑

k,l=1

(
I k − µk

in

)(
I l − µl

in

)

× det
(
Mkl

in

)
(−1)k+l

]
−3det(�in)�′(det(�in))

− �′(det(�out))

[
3∑

k,l=1

(
I k − µk

out

)

× (
I l − µl

out

)
det

(
Mkl

out

)
(−1)k+l

]

+ 3 det(�out)�
′(det(�out))

]
N (24)

The matrix Mkl
. is deduced from the covariance matrix

�. by suppressing the k th row and the l th column. The
last four lines of the equation are the additional terms
coming from the variation of the descriptors with τ .
As it has been previously demonstrated for greyscale
images, these terms have to be considered in order to
make the active contour converge towards a minimum
of the criterion.

6.2. Experimental Results

For the experiments, we take ϕ(r ) = log(1 + r ) which
gives ϕ′(r ) = 1/(1 + r ) and �(r ) = log(1 + r2)
which gives �′(r ) = 2r/(1 + r2). We choose λ =
15. The color space selected is (Y, U, V ), where
(I 1 = Y ) represents the luminance and (I 2 = U ) and
(I 3 = V ) represent the two chrominances. For the
computation of the variance, only the luminance is
used.

6.2.1. Segmentation of a Region. In order to
segment an homogeneous region, we start with
an initial curve inside the region of interest.
The curve is then supposed to expand until it
reaches the boundary of the concerned homogeneous
region.

The algorithm based on the covariance matrix is per-
formed on an image of the video sequence “erik” in
order to detect the speaker’s face. The evolution of the
curve is given in Fig. 7. The contour evolves to finally
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Figure 7. Visualization of the evolution of the contour and the velocity (without the boundary-based term) for the segmentation of the face
using the covariance matrix.

Figure 8. Comparison of the initial velocity computed using the covariance matrix (Fig. (b)) to the one computed using the variance (Fig. (c))
from the same initial curve (Fig. (a)).

Figure 9. Evolution of the curve from the initial curve (a) using the evolution Eq. (25) without the additive terms coming from the derivation
of the determinant of the covariance matrix (λ = 15).
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Figure 10. Evolution of the entropy during the segmentation process computed using its relation with the determinant of the covariance matrix
given in Eq. (20).
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Figure 11. Evolution of the mean µin during the segmentation process for an image of the video sequence “erik”.
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Figure 12. Evolution of the variances and the covariances of �in during the segmentation process for an image of the video sequence “erik”.

converge on the boundaries of the face (Fig. 7(c)). The
face is then accurately segmented. The amplitude of
the velocity is also given in Fig. 7(d–f) and we can ob-
serve that the face region is very well delimited from
the other regions. The velocity given in Fig. 7(d–f) in-
cludes the additional terms coming from the variation
of the descriptors with τ . Althougth we use a bound-
ary based term in the velocity, it is not included in the
velocity field given in this figure. The amplitude of the
velocity is normalized between 0 and 255, such that
the negative values are lower than 128 and the positive
ones are higher than 128.

6.2.2. Comparison of the Velocities Obtained Using
the Variance and Using the Determinant of the Co-
variance Matrix. We can compare the initial veloc-
ity obtained using the covariance matrix (24) with
the one obtained using the variance (21). The face
is not well-detected in the velocity obtained using
the variance (Fig. 8(c)) whereas it is really well-
detected in the initial velocity using the covariance
matrix (Fig. 8(b)). The velocity obtained using the
variance does not allow an efficient segmentation of
the face on the contrary to the determinant of the co-

variance matrix which takes advantage of the color
information.

6.2.3. Importance of the Additional Terms. As pre-
viously described for the descriptor based on the vari-
ance, we can make the contour evolve using the foll-
owing PDE without the additional terms:

∂�(τ )

∂τ
= [�(det(�in)) − �(det(�out)) + λκ] N (25)

The results of the segmentation process are given
Fig. 9. We can remark that the face is not correctly
segmented.

6.2.4. Estimation. The determinant of the covariance
matrix is a region-dependent descriptor which evolves
during the propagation of the curve. At convergence,
this parameter is estimated for both regions �in and
�out. We can thus estimate the entropy of each re-
gion using the relation (20). The results are given in
Fig. 10. The values are computed in bits/pixel. We can
remark that the entropy of �out, namely S(�out) de-
creases slowly while the entropy of �in, namely S(�in)
increases.
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Figure 13. Detection of the face on the video sequence “erik”. Figure 14. Detection of the face on the video sequence “akiyo”.
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The means, the variances and the covariances of
each region are also estimated. We show the evo-
lution of these parameters for the region �in in
Figs. 11 and 12.

6.3. Application to Face Segmentation
in Video Sequences

The descriptors based on the covariance matrix are
implemented to segment human faces in video se-
quences. This segmentation may be used for video
coding to encode selectively the human face. For a
given compression ratio, the face can be transmitted
with a higher rate to the detriment of the background.
This interesting property is valuable for videoconfer-
ences, where the most important and most variable
information is located on the face, see for example
Amonou and Duhamel (2000) and Salembier (1994).
Face segmentation may also be used for high level
applications as face and person recognition, biome-
try, indexing and retrieval (MPEG-7, 1998; MPEG-7,
2000).

We initialize the first frame with a circle inside the
face to track. Then, we make the active contour evolve
using (24), with �(r ) = log(1 + r2). The final con-
tour of the current image is then chosen as an ini-
tial curve for the next image. The algorithm has been
performed on several sequences. The results for the
sequence “erik” are given in Fig. 13. The parame-
ter λ has been set to 15. The face is well detected
and tracked on the whole sequence. The results for
the sequence “akiyo” are given in Fig. 14. We choose
λ = 20. We can see that the face is well detected
even if the color of her shirt is close to the face
color.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new Eulerian minimiza-
tion method to compute the velocity vector of an ac-
tive contour that ensures its evolution towards a min-
imum of a criterion including both region-based and
boundary-based terms. Our approach is based on shape
optimization methods and is performed in three main
steps:

1. Introduction of a dynamical scheme in the criterion,
2. Computation of the Eulerian derivative of the crite-

rion using shape optimization tools,

3. Computation of the evolution equation of the active
contour from the derivative.

DREAM2S allows to readily take into account the
case of region-dependent descriptors that are glob-
ally attached to the evolving regions. We show that
the variation of these descriptors induces additional
terms in the velocity equation of the active con-
tour. Some examples are taken showing that these
additional terms induce local terms in the evolution
equation. Besides, region-dependent descriptors evolve
during the propagation of the curve to finally con-
verge, allowing to jointly perform segmentation and
estimation.

For color regions segmentation, we propose to min-
imize the entropy through the covariance matrix de-
terminant. The covariance matrix determinant is then
chosen as a statistical region-dependent descriptor. It
appears to be a very powerful tool for homogeneous
regions segmentation and it has been successfully ap-
plied to face segmentation in video sequences.

The method has been recently successfully applied to
histogram descriptors that fit exactly to the data (Aubert
et al., to appear).

Appendix A

The issue is to differentiate the following domain
functional:

J (�i ) =
∫ ∫

�i

ki (x, y, �i ) dx dy

Since the set of all domains has not a structure of vec-
torial space, let us make the regions evolve through a
family of transformations (T (τ, ·))τ≥0 smooth and bi-
jective. For a point p = [x, y]T , we note:

p(τ ) = T (τ, p) with T (0, p) = p

�i (τ ) = T (τ, �i ) with T (0, �i ) = �i

Let us then define the velocity vectors field V such that:

V(τ, p(τ )) = ∂T

∂τ
(τ, p)

As far as the computation of the derivative is concerned,
we are interested in small deformations. We thus ex-
pand the transformation according to first order Taylor
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formula:

T (τ, p) = T (0, p) + τ
∂T

∂τ
(0, p)

= p + τ V(p)

where V(p) = ∂T
∂τ

(0, p).
We then introduce three main definitions

(Sokolowski and Zolésio, 1992; Delfour and Zolésio,
2001):

1. The Eulerian derivative of J (�i ) (in the direction
of V):

dJ(�i , V) = lim
τ→0

J (�i (τ )) − J (�i )

τ
(26)

2. The material derivative of ki (p, �i ):

k̇i (p, �i , V)

= lim
τ→0

ki (p + τ V(p), �i + τ V(p)) − ki (p, �i )

τ

(27)

3. The shape derivative of ki (p, �i ):

k ′
i (p, �i , V)

= lim
τ→0

ki (p, �i + τ V(p)) − ki (p, �i )

τ
(28)

Obviously, by expanding (27) according to first order
Taylor formula, we have:

k̇i (p, �i , V) = k ′
i (p, �i , V) + ∇ki (p, �i ) · V(p)

(29)

We then compute more precisely the Eulerian deriva-
tive of J (�i ). We have:

J (�i (τ )) − J (�i )

τ

= 1

τ

[∫ ∫
�i (τ )

ki (p(τ ), �i (τ )) dp

−
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p, �i ) dp

]
(30)

In the first integral, we make the variable change
p(τ ) = p + τ V(p) where V(p) = [V1(x, y), V2(x,

y)]T , which gives:

∫ ∫
�i (τ )

ki (p(τ ), �i (τ )) dp

=
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p + τ V(p), �i + τ V(p))|det Jτ (p)| dp

(31)

where Jτ (p) is the following Jacobian matrix:

Jτ (p) =
(

1 + τ ∂V1
∂x τ ∂V1

∂y

τ ∂V2
∂x 1 + τ ∂V2

∂y

)

and so, we have:

det Jτ (p) = 1 + τdiv(V(p)) + τ 2 det(∇V(p))

Then we obtain:

lim
τ→0

detJτ (p) − 1

τ
= div(V(p)) (32)

The Eq. (30) then becomes:

J (�i (τ )) − J (�i )

τ

= 1

τ

[∫ ∫
�i

ki (p + τ V(p), �i + τ V(p))|det Jτ (p)| dp

−
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p, �i ) dp

]
(33)

We can suppose that det(Jτ (p)) �= 0 ∀τ ∀p. We may
then take det(Jτ (p)) > 0, and we develop the expression
(33) as following by adding a term in the second integral
while suppressing the same term in the first integral:

J (�i (τ )) − J (�i )

τ
= I1 + I2 (34)

where:

I1 =
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p + τ V(p), �i + τ V(p)) − ki (p, �i )

τ

× det(Jτ (p)) dp (35)

I2 =
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p, �i )
det(Jτ (p)) − 1

τ
dp (36)
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Let us make τ tend towards 0. Using (29) and
Definitions (27, 28), we get:

lim
τ→0

I1 =
∫ ∫

�i

k̇i (p, �i , V) dp

=
∫ ∫

�i

k ′
i (p, �i , V) dp

+
∫ ∫

�i

∇ki (p, �i ) · V(p) dp

lim
τ→0

I2 =
∫ ∫

�i

ki (p, �i )div(V) dp

And so for the Eulerian derivative, we find:

dJ(�i , V) =
∫ ∫

�i

k ′
i (p, �i , V) dp

+
∫ ∫

�i

(∇ki (p, �i ) · V(p) + ki (p, �i )div(V(p))) dp

=
∫ ∫

�i

k ′
i (p, �i , V) dp

+
∫ ∫

�i

div(ki V) dp (37)

When applying the Green-Riemann theorem in (37),
we finally obtain:

dJ(�i , V) =
∫ ∫

�i

k ′
i (p, �i , V) dp

−
∫

∂�i

ki
(
V · N∂�i

)
ds (38)

where N∂Ωi is the unit inward normal to ∂�i . The
Eulerian derivative is noted J ′(τ ) in the paper and the
shape derivative k ′

i is noted ∂ki
∂τ

.

Remark. For simplicity, we choose the following
variation in the proof: p(τ ) = p + τ V(p). The proof
may also be developed with more general variations
such as: p(τ ) = f (p, τ ) with f a smooth function and
f (·, τ ) bijective.

Appendix B

We have to compute the different terms of (14) in order
to obtain the evolution equation of the active contour
for the descriptors based on the determinant of the co-
variance matrix. The computation is performed for the
descriptor k(in). Obviously, a similar computation can

be done for k(out). We can express k(in) as a combination
of functions depending on the region �in:

k(in)(x, y, τ ) = g

(
Z (in)(

G(in)
7

)2

)

where g = �, with � the function defined previously,
and:

Z (in) = G(in)
1 G(in)

2 G(in)
3 + 2G(in)

4 G(in)
5 G(in)

6

− G(in)
1

(
G(in)

6

)2 − G(in)
2

(
G(in)

5

)2 − G(in)
3

(
G(in)

4

)2

with:




G(in)
1 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 1 − µ1

in

)2
dx dy

G(in)
2 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 2 − µ2

in

)2
dx dy

G(in)
3 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 3 − µ3

in

)2
dx dy

G(in)
4 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 1 − µ1

in

)(
I 2 − µ2

in

)
dx dy

G(in)
5 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 1 − µ1

in

)(
I 3 − µ3

in

)
dx dy

G(in)
6 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

(
I 2 − µ2

in

)(
I 3 − µ3

in

)
dx dy

G(in)
7 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

dxdy

And so the functions H (in)
j have the following

expressions:




H (in)
1 = (

I 1 − µ1
in

)2

H (in)
2 = (

I 2 − µ2
in

)2

H (in)
3 = (

I 3 − µ3
in

)2

H (in)
4 = (

I 1 − µ1
in

)(
I 2 − µ2

in

)
H (in)

5 = (
I 1 − µ1

in

)(
I 3 − µ3

in

)
H (in)

6 = (
I 2 − µ2

in

)(
I 3 − µ3

in

)
H (in)

7 = 1

From these expressions, as it has been performed for
the variance in Section 3.5.1, we easily deduce that:

B(in)
ji = 0 ∀ j ∀i
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We then have to compute the terms A(in)
j from the

expressions of G(in)
j , which leads to:




A(in)
1 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
1

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

G(in)
2 G(in)

3 − (
G(in)

6

)2(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
2 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
2

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

G(in)
1 G(in)

3 − (
G(in)

5

)2(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
3 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
3

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

G(in)
1 G(in)

2 − (
G(in)

4

)2(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
4 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
4

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

−2
(
G(in)

3 G(in)
4 − G(in)

5 G(in)
6

)
(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
5 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
5

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

2
(
G(in)

4 G(in)
6 − G(in)

2 G(in)
5

)
(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
6 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
6

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

−2
(
G(in)

1 G(in)
6 − G(in)

4 G(in)
5

)
(
G(in)

7

)3 �′(det(�in))

A(in)
7 =

∫ ∫
�in(τ )

∂g

∂G(in)
7

=
∫ ∫

�in(τ )

−3Z (in)(
G(in)

7

)4 �′(det(�in))

And by expressing the covariance matrix with the
functions G(in)

j as following:

�in =




G(in)
1

G(in)
7

G(in)
4

G(in)
7

G(in)
5

G(in)
7

G(in)
4

G(in)
7

G(in)
2

G(in)
7

G(in)
6

G(in)
7

G(in)
5

G(in)
7

G(in)
6

G(in)
7

G(in)
3

G(in)
7




We then deduce:




A(in)
1 = (−1)(1+1)det

(
M11

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
2 = (−1)(2+2)det

(
M22

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
3 = (−1)(3+3)det

(
M33

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
4 = (−1)(1+2)2 det

(
M12

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
5 = (−1)(1+3)2 det

(
M13

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
6 = (−1)(2+3)2 det

(
M23

in

)
�′(det(�in))

A(in)
7 = −3det(�in)�′(det(�in))

where Mkl
in is the matrix deduced from �in by suppress-

ing the kth row and the lth column. The computation
for the descriptor k(out) is similar and we then have
all the expressions to compute the evolution equation
from the general formula (14). This gives the evolution
equation.
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